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Opera 60 Porsche 917 (20,00 m) - 2010
Layout :
° Length : 20,00 m (65' 6")
° Beam : 5,75 m (18'8")
° Draft: 1.20 m (3'9")
° Material : Fiberglass
° Engine: 2 * Volvo D6 375 HP

Price : 51,31 M XPF / 430 000 euros
Unique, well maintained luxury motor yacht ideal for charter or private use.
Ready to go.
Interior fittings :
2 Sleeps - 1 Double Cabin
° Double Cabin
° Saloon
° 2 Galleys: one inside and one outside (3 fridges, ice maker, oven)
° Shower room
° Toilet
Building and history
20m Porsche 917 yacht themed - Steve McQueen - Gulf built in 2010 by OPERA 64 shipyard.
She had a complete refit in 2018.
Classified as a commercial yacht for 35 passengers, there is the possibility of passenger extension.
Generator 6 KW Nanni Diesel (268 h, under warranty 2018)
Ready to go, fully equipped.
2 or 3 crew members.
This yacht offers everything you would expect from a yacht, and more. Performance, style and space and long
distance runner.
The interior and exterior styling is inspired by the Porsche 917 Le Mans - Steve McQueen.
Her exterior decks offer beautiful levels of space and flexibility to suit all needs.
High quality audio system, hydraulic and fixed table, sunshade and sunbeds.
Fresh water capacity - 700 L.
Very comfortable yacht, perfect for day charter.
The boat is wintered fully covered and stored on hard in St-Martin in the Caribbean.
For more information, complete inventory and photos, please contact us.
Engines
2 Volvo D6 375 HP (745 h) engines
Z-drive
Low fuel consumption 80 L/h
Cruising speed - 23 knots
Maximum speed - 31 knots
Fuel capacity : 2 000 L
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ATTENTION :
The boat's inventories are based on the indications given by the owners and even if we do our best to see
that they are in accordance with the reality, there might be some differences. The boat's and
equipment's condition has to be checked jointly by the buyer and seller before the sale.
The respective responsibilities of both the seller and the buyer remain intact. In no case can
Raiatea-yacht be held responsible for any defect on the boat.
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